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Heads of state, cabinet
ministers, business leaders,
financiers and investors
brushed shoulders last
month in Dubai to consider
the massive opportunity,
and challenges, presented
by Africa
by Mark Lazell
mark.lazell@tradearabia.net
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iven that it currently
contributes only about
five per cent of total global
economic output, Africa is
unlikely to be the world’s
primary growth engine any time soon.
But there is a growing sense that a
sleeping giant has not only woken up,
but has got out of bed, had breakfast
and is heading out of the door to work.
That was the feeling last month in
Dubai as African political and business
leaders deliberated with their UAE
counterparts, investors and bankers at
the 3rd Africa Global Business Forum.
As well as highlighting the continent’s
business credentials the forum,
organised by the Dubai Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, was also a
chance for the emirate to secure its
ringside seat at the theatre of African
opportunity.
For several years Dubai has been
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Terminal operator DP World is one Dubai company which is heavily invested in Africa, including in Djibouti

testing, and profiting from, African
waters. Emirates Airline, long ago
envisaging its Dubai hub as a economic and social connector between
emerging Africa and Asia, pioneered
the Gulf push into frontier markets
on the continent, and a top airline
executive recently described Africa as
an “anchor” of its future network. Ports
operator DP World currently has assets
in six African countries, while more
broadly UAE-Africa trade is growing.
According to the Dubai Chamber, the
total value of bilateral trade in 2014 was
$32 billion, up 40 per cent from 2011
and more than any other GCC country.
African companies also clearly view
Dubai’s global hub status positively
- currently, the Dubai Chamber has
12,000 companies registered from the
continent.

‘Africans
are living
longer, they’re
healthier
and they’re
wealthier. There are
clear opportunities in
consumer businesses’
Sim Tshabalala, Standard Bank

There are several factors which
investors, bankers and entrepreneurs
believe play in Africa’s favour at this
time. One is its “demographic dividend”
- the emergence of a young, aspirational and urbanised middle class with
rising per capita incomes. That implies

rising demand for consumer goods, and
the need for social infrastructure such
as schools, hospitals and banks, for
example.
“Africans are living longer, they’re
healthier and they’re wealthier. There
are clear opportunities in consumer
businesses,” Sim Tshabalala, the chief
executive of Standard Bank in South
Africa, told delegates during a panel
session.
“We need more focused education
and health development. We need
vocational training,” he added.
As well as social infrastructure, Africa
badly needs hard infrastructure - new
roads, railways, and power stations, for
example. The sort of projects which,
as Dubai has proved, make a modern
economy tick.
“[Lack of infrastructure] is an inhibi-

US

tor,” admitted Mustafa Abdel-Wadood,
a partner at The Abraaj Group in the
UAE, a company which has made more
than 60 investments in Africa in the last
decade in a range of sectors.
“If you go to Nigeria, [economic]
growth is more than six per cent, but
people are running power on diesel
generators because state power generating capacity is tiny. Imagine what effect
reliable power would have on economic
growth. Per capita power generation in
Africa is about 50MW, compared with
2,000MW in Germany,” he commented.
GCC states are in fact already enthusiastic investors in African infrastructure. The Dubai Chamber estimates that
between seven and 10 per cent of the
continent’s infrastructure investment
came from the GCC in the last decade. It
is believed Africa will need $98 billion a
year to fund new infrastructure projects
going forward.
Although Africa’s promise is great,
unlocking the promise is not easy. To
many investors, the continent is still
something of a mystery.
“We should avoid the temptation
to view Africa as monolithic,” said
Tshabalala, reminding the audience
of the economic, political and social
diversity of the continent’s 54 states.
“Some are oil producers, some are
commodity countries, others are
commodity importers, and some benefit
from low oil prices while some struggle.
“In fact, the fastest growing countries
in Africa are those without commodities. Ethiopia is growing at eight to nine
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‘Lack of
infrastructure
is an inhibitor.
Imagine
what effect
reliable power would have
on economic growth’
Mustafa Abdel-Wadood,
The Abraaj Group

per cent,” he added.
In his speech to open the forum,
Dubai Chamber chairman Majid Saif
al Ghurair called Africa a “land of
unexplored opportunity”. In a contemporary context that may be true, but the
Arabs have for centuries traded with
East Africa and have long understood
its potential.
The Dubai Chamber is now stepping
up its engagement with Africa, however.
Already present in Ghana and Ethiopia,
it will by the end of the first quarter of
2016 open offices in Mozambique and
Kenya. Its expansion plans coincide
with the recent decision by southern
and eastern states to create a 26-state
African Tripartite Free Trade Area,
which the Dubai Chamber believes
could channel greater imports and
exports through Dubai. The agreement
is expected to come into force by 2017,
and will create a bloc with considerable
economic clout, accounting for about
60 per cent of Africa’s total GDP, valued
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Sultan bin Saeed al Mansouri,
UAE economy minister

8 at $1.5 trillion.
“Dubai represents the Africa gateway
to Asian markets, Africa’s major trading
partner. As a major trading partner, and
with increased intra-Africa trade, more
exports and imports will be transited
through Dubai,” the Dubai Chamber
noted in a recent report.
Delegates at the forum broadly agreed
that, although progress was being made,
doing business in Africa remained
challenging. In 62nd place Rwanda is
the top-ranked mainland African nation
on the World Bank’s respected Ease of
Doing Business 2015 Index.
“UAE investors have some challenges in Africa, I must be clear about
that,” stated UAE economy minister
Sultan bin Saeed al Mansouri during his
speech at the forum.
“The authorities in Africa need to
pay attention to our concerns, loosen
regulations governing investment and
co-ordinate better with investors.”
The Tripartite agreement could well
help address some concerns, particularly by helping deliver some structural and
regulatory economic reform in member
states, but Tshabalala underscored the
scale of the task ahead to make Africa
a better place to do business.
“We need better and more sophisticated regulations, better and deeper
institutions which are less extractive,
better tax collection, more disciplined
tax laws (the introduction of VAT), we
need more commitment to the extractive industries, we need transparency
18
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‘UAE investors
have some
challenges in
Africa, I must
be clear about
that. The authorities in
Africa need to pay attention
to our concerns, loosen
regulations governing
investment and co-ordinate
better with investors’
Emirates has led the expansion of Gulf airlines into Africa, linking major cities with the world

initiatives and we need to enable more
innovations so the young can enter
economic activity,” he said.
Finding jobs for young people will
indeed become a pressing concern for
African countries if they want to capitalise on the “demographic dividend”. The
private sector will have a role to play.
“There is an increasing recognition
from [African] policy makers that the
only way to sustain economic growth
is to provide a framework that allows
for private sector investment, local or
foreign,” said Abdel-Wadood.
“That’s where the jobs are going to
come from, and African countries are
making very significant advances in
this respect.
“In today’s connected world, wherever
you are, you have aspirations and there
is increasing connectivity. Traditional
hierarchical lines are being broken
and people are congregating around
common thinking. That is breaking
down a lot of borders. It takes very
decisive leadership to establish a vision
and a roadmap and the ability to take
people along that roadmap.”
As talk at the forum turned to the
topic of risk, Abdel-Wadood suggested
risk in the African context was a matter
of perspective.
“The first part of managing a risk
is being familiar [with it],” he said.
“There is a reason our firm is on the
ground in Africa. The closer you are to
the opportunity the easier your ability
to assess real versus perceived risk.

The closer you are to your investments
the easier you are able to manage risk.
People talk mostly around currency
risk and political risk. Currency risk
is a reality but it has been more than
compensated by the growth profile of
the investments you make,” he added.
One delegate took the microphone
to voice his frustration at what he
perceived to be rhetoric in Africa.
“The key to unlocking Africa’s
potential lies in infrastructure,” the
participant, of Nigerian origin, told
the panel. “In Africa, there have been
many promises made but not enough
delivery.”
Tshabalala, who listed financial
services, agribusiness (Africa has 60
per cent of the world’s arable crop
land), infrastructure and fast moving
goods as the big areas of opportunity
for investment in Africa in the coming
decade, responded that infrastructure
was indeed underinvested.
“While it is true that there is an
infrastructure deficit, there is evidence
of action being taken,” he argued.
As delegates headed from Dubai’s
plush Atlantis Hotel to the city’s
international airport, along multilane highways flanked by modern
metro and tram systems, they would
have witnessed first hand what
is possible when there is a political
will - and financial muscle - to make
things happen. Dubai’s experience and
expertise in this respect could have a
huge part to play in Africa’s future. <
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